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By J. M. Hayes

Poisoned Pen Press, United States, 2009. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. J.M. Hayes laconic wit is custom-made for this small-town hullabaloo in the flatlands of
Kansas. -Elizabeth Gunn, author of the Jake Hines mysteries It s no easy trick to write about
America with a clear eye for its faults and with warm humor. Mark Twain managed it, and so does
J.â M. Hayes, with admirable wit in the face of horror. -John Orr, San Jose Mercury News As a
howling blizzard blows down upon the sparsely-populated Benteen County seat of Buffalo Springs,
Kansas, Sheriff English encounters a doll and a dead baby. Their bodies have been switched, but by
whom? And why? The elderly coroner disclaims any knowledge, but seems uneasy when a swastika
is revealed on the tiny corpse. Meanwhile, the sheriff s part-Cheyenne half-brother, Mad Dog
Maddox, has collected a naked body from the Sunshine Towers retirement home and is headed
toward a treetop burial when he is diverted by the storm. In a makeshift mound nearby, Mad Dog s
pet wolf-dog hybrid finds a child s skull, evidence of adult bones, and a fading ID for a living County
Supervisor. Can the...
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This sort of pdf is every little thing and made me seeking forward and a lot more. This is certainly for all who statte that there was not a worth reading
through. I found out this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Christopher Kozey-- Christopher Kozey

It becomes an amazing book which i actually have at any time study. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge You wont sense monotony at at any
time of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for regarding should you request me).
-- Rosina Schowalter V-- Rosina Schowalter V
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